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In the early hours of March 30, 2019, a male sustained injuries after running into a vehicle. No injuries reported.

Braddock 2 Parking Lot (UMH Parking Lot)

A male apprehended after taking items without paying from store.

UMH East Bldg (UM Hospital East)

A contractor reported damage to the front of the vehicle while near the loading dock.

UMH East Bldg (UM Hospital East)

A patient reported to cell phone missing after being transferred.

Former student issued a trespass warning after continually disturbing students.

A patient reported glasses missing after valet returned her vehicle.

Male reported concrete saw stolen.

UMH East Bldg (UM Hospital East)

While backing up a vehicle hit another vehicle. The other party wasn't present, contact information left.

A vehicle hit another vehicle while backing up in the parking lot.

Employee reported being followed by a suspicious male. Male left property.

Male without appointment asked to leave premises.

Dispatcher reported a male in the lot looking inside of vehicles. Subject left without any incidents.

An unknown male made harassing phone calls to the library.

Employee reported lunch taken from the refrigerator.

Contractor reported she noticed dents on her vehicle once she arrived home.

While parking a woman's vehicle backed into another vehicle causing minor damages to both vehicles.

BPEI-ABLEH (Bascom Palmer Eye Inst)

A male asked to leave property after displaying obscene behavior.

Valet driver caused damage to another vehicle when exiting the parking lot.

A doctor reported his iPhone missing from his office.

SCCC (Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center)

A patient reported wallet missing from her purse while at her appointment.

A vehicle accident reported in the garage. Public Service Aide responded to scene.